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iCAM Wi-Fi Authentication
iCAM Wi-Fi Authentication offers enhanced control over the Wi-Fi access
libraries provide to visitors. The solution integrates with the existing wireless
solution and works with most manufacturers’ hardware.
By authenticating users against the Library Management System (LMS) libraries
can ensure Wi-Fi access is limited to members only, and restrict access by
borrower category where required, for example members with outstanding
fines, children, or members who use the service inappropriately.
The solution utilises the existing Wi-Fi login interface, needs no staff
intervention and allows users to access the Wi-Fi as they need to.

Where

compatible, the configuration can restrict access to
opening times, and control session length and number
of sessions per day.
iCAM Wi-Fi Authentication offers a comprehensive
audit trail and can include detailed management
information, reporting on usage and activity by user,
location and user groups. In addition to authenticating
and accurate picture of borrower activity.
Key Features

•

Wi-Fi access authenticated against the LMS

•

Compatible with all major UK LMS solutions

•

Compatible with most UK Wi-Fi hardware

•

Full control of Wi-Fi access and usage, configurable by location, opening
times and borrower type

•

Detailed management information, integrated with the LMS, and other
iCAM systems

iCAM Wi-Fi Authentication

in real time with the LMS, it can also update the borrower record to give a full
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Benefits

•

Promote library membership

•

Integrates with existing LMS system

•

Integrates with any existing iCAM products

•

Ability to implement charging for members and / or guests if required

As an additional service, we can install hardware and manage your entire
wireless solution if you do not currently have a provider or are looking to change
supplier.

“I was impressed by the way that Insight Media managed the project
and worked with us and with our corporate network team to
enable the rollout of the service on time and on budget. “
Library Resources Manager, Bedfordshire County Council
“The implementation was very smooth and integration
with our LMS was surprisingly easy, which was key
for us because we are not currently allowing
non-members to use the Wi-Fi hotspot.”

meant that this complex project could be completed
within a very short timescale whilst making best
use of the funding, and we all stayed sane too!“
Principal Librarian, Falkirk Council
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“Working with Insight, a known and trusted supplier,

